
 
 

Welcome to our Autumn Newsletter 
 

Contributions to our newsletters are always welcome – please contact Shona 
at sgreig@butterfly-conservation.org or the postal address below.  If you do 
not wish to receive our newsletter in the future, simply reply to this message 
with the word ‘unsubscribe’ in the title – thank you. 
 
Scotland Team - Paul Kirkland,Tom Prescott, Shona Greig and David Hill 
Butterfly Conservation Scotland 
Balallan House, Allan Park, Stirling, FK8 2QG   
t:    01786 447753 
e:   scotland@butterfly-conservation.org     
w:  www.butterfly-conservation.org/scotland 
 

Join us on Facebook!   Follow us on Twitter! 

We are really enjoying the social media experience and are delighted to 
have over 1500 likes on Facebook.  As of this month, we decided it was time 
to follow our Branches’ lead so we joined Twitter too, and we would love if 
you would follow us www.twitter.com/BC_Scotland   
 
Moth Night 2015  
This year Moth Night took place on 10th to 12th September and the theme was 
Migration. Events were held up and down the country. The aim of Moth Night 
is to raise awareness of moths among the general public, and also to target 
particular species.  The full results of Moth Night will be published in the 
journal Atropos.   
 
 

 
Numbers are being crunched as we speak and the results will be revealed in 
the next issue!   
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Dates for your Diary 
 

Scottish Members’ Day - Saturday, 10th October 2015  
We are holding our 2015 Scottish Members’ Day at the Battleby Conference 
Centre, by Perth on Saturday 10th October. We have an exciting programme 
lined up with great speakers and interesting talks as well as stands to browse 
at lunchtime (did I mention the delicious lunch provided too!) so whether you 
have just joined or have been a member for years, we are sure you will enjoy 
the day.  For more information see http://butterfly-conservation.org/842-
10090/members-day.html  
 
Scottish Recorders’ Gathering – Saturday, 19th March 2016 
For everyone interested in recording butterflies and moths, our Scottish 
Recorders’ Gathering will be held at the Battleby Conference Centre, by Perth 
on Saturday, 19th March 2016.  All welcome - more details will follow in due 
course. 
 

Autumn Work Parties 
 

Alva Glen Work Party – 4th October  
The Alva Glen Heritage Trust are planning a work party to improve the 
habitat for the Northern Brown Argus.  For more info see  
https://www.facebook.com/events/1478427559150262/  
 
Wester Moss Work Party – 8th November 
Come and help manage our wonderful peatland nature reserve - activities 
will probably include scrub control and ditch-blocking. In conjunction with 
Stirling Council Rangers.  
For more info see https://www.facebook.com/events/740271679432180/  
 
Bog Squad Work Parties 
We are planning several Bog Squad workparties to take place at a variety of 
locations during November and December – dates to be announced soon! All 
very welcome!  See http://bogsquad.weebly.com/  
 
 
BC events in Scotland 
Don’t forget to check out our website at www.butterfly-
conservation.org/scotland as well as your local Branch website for up-to-date 
lists of fieldtrips, events etc: 
Highlands & Islands –  www.highland-butterflies.org.uk 
South West Scotland –  www.southwestscotland-butterflies.org.uk 
East Scotland –   www.eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk 
 

 

 

http://butterfly-conservation.org/842-10090/members-day.html
http://butterfly-conservation.org/842-10090/members-day.html
https://www.facebook.com/events/1478427559150262/
https://www.facebook.com/events/740271679432180/
http://bogsquad.weebly.com/
http://www.butterfly-conservation.org/scotland
http://www.butterfly-conservation.org/scotland
http://www.highland-butterflies.org.uk/
http://www.southwestscotland-butterflies.org.uk/
http://www.eastscotland-butterflies.org.uk/
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Branch News 

East Branch 
Borders News 
Just another moth evening ..... 

Each year, at the end of summer, the Harestanes Countryside Visitor Centre 

near Jedburgh organises a moth evening and I go along as the 'expert'. This 

time it was in early September and the folk who came along were all pretty 

new to moths. We only ran the two traps for a couple of hours during the 

evening and I thought we might get a few of the local common species but not 

much else. But it turned out to be a very interesting night. 

Yes, there were some moths that moth-ers might get a bit blasé about such as 

the July Highflyer, but what a range of spectacular outfits this moth can clothe 

itself in. 

   

 

And some moths which are far less common and not often seen by most 

people, such as the Brindled Green (only the 7th Borders record since 1982) 

and the Plain Clay. The map gives the distribution of local records for the 

Brindled Green - the green dots show the few sites where it's been recorded 

post-2000, so great to find this. 
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And intriguingly two Rivulet moths turned up. This is a species which is 

recorded in the Borders during June, July and August - but we were in 

September. So this would be the latest sighting of the moth in this part of the 

country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What was anticipated to be 'just another moth evening' developed into 

something rather more special. The 'newcomers'  were exposed to a nice 

variety of moths, including some quite scarce ones, and became totally 

absorbed in watching for the next arrival at the light. Identification and 

recording of everything became important. For me it raised various questions, 

some of which I should be able to answer but cannot: 

 what is the function in survival terms of the wide range of colour forms 

of some moths - but not all? 

 is it just our lack of knowledge which explains the limited distribution of 

some moths (like the Brindled Green) whose habitat requirements 

seem to our eyes to be more widespread? 
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 what are the factors which could lead to an extension of the flight 

period of a species? 

All in all, an excellent evening, enjoyed by everyone with some good moths 

and several surprises. 

Barry Prater 

 

Fife News 
Kincraig Northern Brown Argus Transect 
You might remember previous articles about a fire last year that all but 
destroyed some sections of Fife’s most important Northern Brown Argus site, 
at Kincraig Point. Hamish Johnston, who has carried out the transect here for 
the last three years was instrumental in getting information boards created 
and erected along the part of the Fife Coastal Path that contains the transect. 
The idea was to raise awareness of the Northern Brown Argus colony and of 
the importance of the area to this and other butterflies. We have already 
received positive feedback about the signs from locals and visitors which is 
great. 
 

The transect has six sections.  There are two distinct Northern Brown Argus 
colonies, one of which inhabits sections 1, 2 and 3 and the other inhabits 
section 6.  We occasionally see some butterflies in sections 4 and 5, but they 
are considered overflows from the two colonies in good years.  Sections 1, 2 
and 3 were particularly badly affected by the fire last autumn and only a small 
number of isolated patches of Rock-rose survived.  Although there is 
now significant re-growth, this is mostly of wild flowers that were presumably 
previously suppressed by heavy grass tussocks and there is little evidence of 
new Rock-rose growth.  The transect data we have suggests that the colony 
in the affected area was hit pretty hard. The tables show the total number of 
Northern Brown Argus counted in each section over the year and the peak 
number counted in each section in any week.  2015 was a challenging year in 
any case, and it is no surprise that numbers are down across the transect, but 
the dramatic drop in sections 1, 2 and 3 tells its own story.  Clearly, though, all 
is not lost and the fact that some butterflies survived the fire bodes well for the 
future and we can hope that they will rebuild the colony over the coming 
years. 
 

 
Duncan Davidson 
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Project News 
 
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) 
We are fortunate to have once again secured a grant from SNH for our work 
in Scotland. As always there is quite a bit of negotiation and we have to show 
value for money, but it’s gratifying that we are still seen as valuable partners in 
delivering nature conservation in Scotland. Overall the grant covers about 
45% of our costs, and this time it’s for just two years. 
 
Projects funded include: 

 provision of advice to landowners and managers, especially in terms of 

helping them put forward Lepidoptera-friendly projects to the new agri-

environment scheme; 

 species conservation, particularly for Kentish Glory, Northern Brown 

Argus, Small Blue and Forester; 

 contributing to policies (especially through LINK); 

 support for collection of records and making them available; 

 funding for the Bog Squad (until April 2016); and 

 funding for a new volunteer project in the central belt to start in 2016 

(more in the next issue). 

Paul Kirkland 

 
Bogs for Butterflies……..  
The Bog Squad has been continuing its peatland restoration programme this 
summer with work ongoing at several different sites, including three with 
important butterfly fauna. Two of the bogs we’ve been working at, Langlands 
Moss and Lockshaw Moss, have good sized Large Heath colonies. And with 
only 40 or so lowland raised bogs in Scotland known to have Large Heath 
colonies, ensuring the habitat remains suitable at these sites is of high 
importance. We’ve also been working to clear scrub and block ditches at 
Kingshill in North Lanarkshire. This small bog and its associated woodlands 
have good sized populations of Green Hairstreak and Small Pearl-bordered 
Fritillary.  
 
We had some welcome sightings on our boggy days out this summer. Despite 
predominately dull and wet weather during July we were able to confirm the 
presence of Large Heath at Lockshaw Moss in west Fife for the second year 
running. And in August Tam Stewart discovered a colony of the nationally 
scarce Manchester Treble-bar moth at Langlands Moss which the Bog Squad 
volunteers were lucky enough to see a few days later during our work party 
there.  
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Volunteers at Langlands Moss 

 

Our autumn and winter work parties will be beginning in late October, more 
information & updates can be found at: http://bogsquad.weebly.com  
If you would like to join us on a work party please get in touch, we are always 
looking for helping hands! Or get in touch with us via: 
peatproject@btconnect.com or 01786 447753.  
David Hill (Peatland Project Officer) 
    
 

Conservation Updates 
 

Wester Moss Nature Reserve, Stirling 
Much is happening on the Moss in 2015 and 2016. We have obtained funding 
from the Inner Forth Landscape Initiative (run by RSPB mostly with Lottery 
funding), and also from EcocoLIFE, an SNH-led project with EU funding, to 
tackle water leakage, invasive scrub and improve access. 
 
With the help of volunteers we have installed many plastic dams across old 
drainage ditches and these have had a huge impact. But a part of the bog has 
become so dried out that the peat has cracked and dams in this area have not 
worked. Thus we are installing a ’peat bund’.  This involves a 7 tonne 
‘Bogmaster’ JCB excavating the cracked peat and then putting it back but 
compressing it so that it is less permeable to water. The technique is new, but 
we have engaged an experienced contractor from North Yorkshire to do the 
work. With fingers crossed we will monitor the effect of this work through our 
network of 40 dipwells. 
We will also be exposing more of the bog by pushing the woodland fringe 
back, continuing to eliminate the rhododendron bushes, and beginning to look 
at ways in which to increase access in a sensitive way. 
Paul Kirkland 

http://bogsquad.weebly.com/
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Butterfly & Moth Tales 
 
Rearing Emperor Moth 

It’s always exciting to see new butterflies or moths, but this gets harder every 

year.  Eventually there comes a time when you’ve seen everything that’s 

present in your area, leaving only the chance of rare migrants and strays. 

Fortunately there’s just as much pleasure in seeing old favourites again, 

however many times you’ve seen them before. They may be part of the 

scenery, but you value them all the more for that. 

 

So in mid-July I was delighted to find a half-grown Emperor caterpillar on my 

hillside. This wasn’t unexpected, and by no means a new 10km square 

record. It’s a species I see here almost every year. On sunny days in late April 

the males fly vigorously over the heather, giving no more than a glimpse of 

eyespots before they are out of range. In May I sometimes chance upon the 

big grey females resting quietly in the 

vegetation. Later there are larvae, whether 

the communal black hatchlings or the more 

variable later instars. But these are far from 

everyday finds.  Emperor is a low-density 

species, and while its caterpillars are large 

they are also well camouflaged. 

   

In fact, I only noticed this one because the 

heather it was feeding on was ailing, with 

little fresh growth. This caused the bright 

green caterpillar to stand out against the 

dead grey and brown sprigs. Lucky I wasn’t 

a juvenile Cuckoo! Knowing that female 

Emperors lay their eggs in batches, I 

searched for more in the surrounding area, 

and eventually found another three. 

    

Needless to say, I’ve already reared Emperor Moth several times. Normally I’d 

have left the caterpillars there, to take their chances in the wild. But it was 

quite a few years since I’d reared this species. Perhaps it would be fun to try 

again. Back home, records showed my last attempt was in 1993 – over 20 

years ago. How time flies! That was even longer than I’d thought.  And my 

best photo of a male was taken in 1989. Oh dear! Quite good for its time, but 

standards have improved a bit since then.  
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Fortunately Emperor is a comparatively 

easy species to rear. Such large 

caterpillars require a lot of space and air. I 

kept them in a translucent plastic container 

in my study, where they would get plenty 

of light and a bit of sun. They spent the 

next few weeks turning sprigs of heather 

into neat dry briquettes of frass. Almost 

every time I looked at them they were 

eating. If not, they were preparing to moult. 

Soon all were in their handsome final 

instar, deep green with black velvet bands 

bejewelled with pink or purple spots. As 

with most captive-reared examples, they 

were darker than is usual in the wild. Now 

they were eating more than ever. I was 

forever replenishing their supplies with 

fresh heather tufts. It was almost a relief when, one by one, they spun their 

flask-shaped cocoons and pupated. 

    

Those cocoons are now overwintering in my shed. In spring I’ll need to get the 

timing right, to ensure the moths are out in their proper flight season, neither 

too early nor too late. I’ll also weaken the narrow neck of each cocoon so that 

the emerging moths are able to get through – a tricky and delicate operation. 

In the wild the cocoon is exposed to eight months of weather, causing the silk 

to degrade slightly. In captivity that does not happen, so moths can have 

trouble breaking out without help. I discovered this problem and the remedy 

for myself, long ago, then found it mentioned in Friedrich’s rearing guide, even 

down to nail scissors as the recommended tool.    

 
Assuming all goes well, next spring will bring the delight of seeing freshly 

emerged Emperors again. Judging by size, three of the pupae are male, so 

hopefully I’ll be able to improve on my 1989 photos of this sex. And I’ll put the 
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Empress out in the heather on a sunny day and see how long it takes her to 

call in a wild suitor. He’ll be drawn to her by scent, but does he then use sight 

for the last few inches? Would he be fooled if I surrounded her with cardboard 

decoys bearing exaggerated eyespots? It’s a little experiment I’ve long wanted 

to try. That’s what I like about rearing moths – it guarantees something to look 

forward to during the dark winter days. 

Roy Leverton 

 
The story of three nice Pugs 
This is the story of three nice pugs that appeared this year in a cool summer. 
They were tattered and torn, but unlike most pugs we see in our moth traps, 
each had the ‘zis factor’ of a special species.  
 
The first celebrity arrived on July 1st 
2015 after an overnight thunderstorm. 
As expected after a warm humid night, 
there were masses of moths in the two 
Robinson MV Traps - these go out in 
the garden most days. In the central 
well of one of these traps there were 
lots of micros drowned by the deluge. 
One larger pale specimen caught the 
eye – a pug with virtually no scales but 
with unusual markings. The photo 
shows the bedraggled specimen. As Roy Leverton commented later, this is 
the most worn pug I’ve ever been asked to identify (Photo 1).    
 

Fortunately, the right-side hind wing was more intact, protected from the water 
by the forewing and revealed the unique pattern of the Netted Pug, Eupithesia 
venosata venosata. This is a first record for the home patch (NT28) and is 
significant because the moth trapping has been ongoing for the last 10 years 
with no previous sightings (1/100K moths!). The Netted Pug is classified as 
local in Scotland with a NE coastal distribution. The larval food plant is 
ripening seed capsules of Bladder and Sea Campion.  
 
A week later my colleague George 
Guthrie from Cardenden, just 5 miles 
away, emailed saying he had also 
caught a Netted Pug (a prime specimen 
and also a first for him). And remarkably, 
on July 29th 2015, there was a second 
specimen in my home trap - showing the 
lovely netted pattern against pale near-
pastel-blue colour (Photo 2). This was 
caught in the exact same trap-location, 
facing west up the Puddledub Valley - 
perhaps revealing a local breeding site for the species. Duncan Davidson, our 
Fife Moth Recorder commented that Netted Pug occurs on near-by Isle of 
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May - a place covered in Sea Campion - so perhaps an alternative 
explanation is that the new pugs have invaded Fife from the island population.  
 

The second celebrity Pug appeared in one of our Heath moth traps put out 
near Coaltown of Balgonie 10 miles away from my home. This was part of our 
Fife Moth Atlas Project targeting the poorly recorded 10km quadrat NT39. In 
this case, the trap was placed in a most unusual spot selected at the last 
minute to avoid the westerly wind. This was beyond a field fence, beneath the 
dark canopy of tall deciduous trees, and on the edge of a cliff-face above the 
River Ore. This was August 3rd 2015. 
 
It proved to be a good spot with 111 moths of 27 macro-species in the tiny 
trap the next morning. The catch had an unusual local flavour: Common 

Lutestring (7), Slender Brindle (6), 
Beautiful Carpet, Large Emerald, 
Swallow-tail Moth, Orange Swift 
etc. But, the highlight was an 
unusually large Pug with a clear 
banding pattern across the broad 
forewings and a conspicuous 
oblong  
central spot (Photo 3). This went 
down in the moth-count notebook 
as a Cloaked Pug? A rather 
speculative guess based on a 
glance at the Field Guide. But, 

sure enough the ID was later confirmed as a Cloaked Pug, Eupithesia 
abietaria - a rare giant of the pug world, with a mysterious biology. 

 
The first comments received proposed that this was a random immigrant from 
Continental Europe blown in along with other early autumn migrants. But what 
a strange capture-site and the rest of the catch were local moths. Previous 
records are mostly of single specimens scattered widely across the UK, but 
there are very few recent records for Scotland. This is the first Fife and 
Kinross VC record. There is evidence of small, transient breeding populations 
in the UK dependent on Norway and Sitka Spruce. The larvae feed on ripe 
seeds between the cone-scales and the moth favours prolific cone–bearing 
mature Norway Spruce trees.  
 
My reaction was: can we find a breeding colony in Fife? We searched the 
neighborhood for the food plant and found a single mature Norway Spruce 
and a mature Sitka Spruce tree within 400m of the trap site. High on the 
branches of the Norway Spruce were about a dozen developing cones. 
 
These cones have now been individually photographed and will be followed 
into the winter to look for the tell-tale reddish-brown ‘frass’ indicating feeding 
larvae. Moth traps have been placed close to the target tree without success – 
perhaps too late in the season for the adult moths. We will be back next year 
looking for a second specimen of the elusive Cloaked Pug. 
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Finally, back home for the story of the third unusual Pug.  On August 22nd 
2015 there was a day-flying pug in one of the Robinson MV Moth Traps. This 
was a small, active species with short blunt wings, often held half-upright 
ready to fly. This was immediately identified as a Marsh Pug, Eupithesia 
pygmaeata. What a contrast – a fraction of the size of the Cloaked Pug.  
 
Again the specimen was worn 
(Photo 4), but it was easily 
recognized having seen newly 
emerged specimen two years ago in 
Norfolk. This was another first for the 
home list in Fife. The larval food 
plant is the Field Mouse-ear and the 
preferred habitat is marshy 
meadows, fens and rough sand 
dunes. The distribution in Scotland is 
very local and coastal (status: 
Nationally Scarce B) and this is the 
second only Fife and Kinross VC record. We have been developing our 
wetland nature area at Puddledub for many years (Puddledub Nature), so the 
arrival of a rare Marsh Pug is most welcome.  Its photograph is on the wall. 
 
Legends 
Photo 1. Netted Pug (Eupithecia venosata venosata. Location:  Kirkton Cottages – NT28; 
date: 01.07.15; method: MV light trap.   This is the First Site Record (based on 10 years moth 
recording, >100K records). Specimen badly damaged by rain in the Robinson moth trap after 

a thunderstorm. Scottish status: local, NE. 
Photo 2. Netted Pug (Eupithecia venosata venosata). Location:  Kirkton Cottages – NT28; 
date: 27.07.15; method: MV light trap.  This is the Second Site Record. The pristine specimen 
confirms ID and indicates a later flight season for Scotland.  
Photo 3. Cloaked Pug (Eupithecia abietaria). Location:  Balgonie – NT39; date: 03.08.15; 
method: Heath light trap.  This is the First Site Record and First Fife and Kinross VC Record. 
Scottish status: rare, possible immigrant. 
Photo 4. Marsh Pug (Eupithecia pygmaeata). Location:  Kirkton Cottages – NT28; date: 
22.08.15; method: MV light trap.   This is the First Site Record (based on 10 years moth 
recording, >100K records) and Second Fife and Kinross VC Record. Capture in late August 
indicates a late flight season in Scotland. Scottish status: Nationally Scarce B. 

Gerald Lincoln 
Kirkton Cottages, Auchtertool, Fife, KY2 5XQ 
Puddledub Nature: www.puddledub.org   
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